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The 85 Lesson Launchers series is a wonderful way to turn extra classroom 
minutes into valuable learning time. Use the 85 quick activities at the beginning 
of class to focus students on instruction; near the end of class to make good 
use of transitional time; in the middle of class to shift gears between lessons – 
or whenever you have minutes that now go unused. The activities in 85 Lesson 
Launchers are a natural lead-in to more in-depth activities.

The activities are easy to use. Use the activities for extra credit points or 
to check your students’ skills as they are acquired and built over time. 85 Lesson 
Launchers are a convenient and useful supplement to your regular class lessons. 
Make every minute count!
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Pre-test: Roots

In each word below, the root appears in bold. Match each root with its meaning 
from the list by writing the correct letter on each line. (Hint: Do not think of 
the meaning of the entire word, just the root.) Take a guess if you do not know. 
There will be one letter choice left over.

  1. incred ible  a. earth

  2. educate   b. bird

  3. geography  c. hand

  4. reject   d. believe

  5. manipulate   e. lead

       f. throw
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Roots Starting with “V”

Julius Caesar said, “Veni, vidi, vici,” which means “I came, I saw, I conquered”.

These words have formed the basis of many modern words. And so have the 
roots ver (true), viv or vita (life), and voc or vok (call or voice).

In the following paragraph, choose a root to complete each word. Use the 
roots yen (come), vid or vis (see), vic or vinc (conquer) in addition to ver, viv 
or vita, and voc or vok (def ined above). Def initions of the words are given in 
parentheses.

Joe said, “I wish I could have a real ad_ _ _ ture (exciting experience) 
like the knights of the Middle Ages. It must have been exciting to
_ _ _ ture (go) forth to slay dragons and rescue fair damsels. I am 
con_ _ _ _ ed (persuaded) that I am living in the wrong period of 
history. Maybe if I watch this _ _ _ eotape (visual recording) movie 
about King Arthur’s court, I can _ _ _ ualise (see) myself as an
in_ _ _ _ ible (unconquerable) knight gaining a _ _ _ tory (win) over an 
enemy horde storming the castle. I can just hear my men shouting so 
loudly that they strain their _ _ _ al (of the voice) chords as they send 
their spears f lying.
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Filling in Roots

In each pair of sentences below, the same root is missing from the incomplete 
words. The def initions of the words are given at the ends of the sentences. Use 
these clues to f ill in the lines.

1. The _ _ _ es and chromosomes are arranged in certain patterns 
in the cells in our bodies, (the elements that determined our 
characteristics at birth)
I felt re_ _ _ erated after a month’s retreat in the mountains. 
(reborn)

2. Life could be described as a _ _ _ _ uous road. (twisting, turning)
He is a con_ _ _ _ ionist in the circus. (a person who can bend and 
twist into strange positions)

Find at least two more words for each root used in the above sentences. Using 
your dictionary, provide a brief def inition of each word and use the words in a 
sentence.
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Supplying Prefixes V

Supply the missing pref ix in each word below. The meaning of the root is 
italicised in each def inition.

1. cavate –  to dig out a hollow area, as for a house 
foundation

2. sensory –  beyond the f ive senses

3. librium –  in balance, as when both sides of a scale are 
equal

4. photo lens –  a camera lens for shooting things far 
away

5. -Siberian Railway – a track laid across Siberia

Choose two words used in the above exercise and write two complete sentences 
for each in the space below.
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